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Abstract
Asset-based approaches (ABAs) to health promotion have become increasingly
popular as a way to tackle health inequalities, by empowering people in more
disadvantaged communities to use local resources and increase control over
health and its determinants. However, questions remain about how they work in
practice. This article presents the findings from a systematic scoping review of
the empirical literature on ABAs in communities, which aimed to identify the key
elements of ABAs, and how they are operationalised in interventions aimed at
promoting health and reducing inequalities in local communities. Four databases
were searched (Medline, PsycINFO, CINAHL, ASSIA), and papers were included
if they described interventions explicitly adopting an ABA but excluded if limited
to assets’ identification. Thirty articles were included in the review. Data were
extracted on: the type of assets that the intervention built upon, how assets were
mobilised, the expected outcomes, and evaluation methods. A framework
synthesizing the key characteristics of asset-based interventions to promote
health in communities is presented. Three main approaches to mobilising assets
were identified in the literature: (A) connecting assets, (B) raising awareness of
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assets and (C) enabling assets to thrive. It is argued that ABAs to health
promotion take a wide variety of forms, making it difficult to anticipate outcomes
and to evaluate interventions. The framework presented here can be used to
better understand the processes through which ABAs work in practice to promote
health and reduce inequalities.
Key words: systematic review, communities, health promotion, asset-based
approaches
INTRODUCTION
Health inequalities between people living in relatively more and less
disadvantaged areas have been at the core of public health discourse in high
income countries over the past two decades (1). In Europe, although various
policies and practices have been adopted (2), health inequalities remain wide:
recent evidence suggests that the percentage of people reporting good health
can vary by up to 17% between those in highest (78%) and the lowest (61%)
income quintile (3). In response to the rising concern among researchers and
policy-makers regarding how to respond to inequalities, over the past decade an
increasing interest has emerged in “asset-based approaches” to health promotion
(referred to as ABAs in this paper) (4,5). For the purposes of this paper, we define
ABAs as interventions that focus on identifying and mobilising community assets
to support health and wellbeing (5-8), and on strengthening people’s capacity to
make the best use of these resources with an aim to increase control over their
health and that of their community (5,8–10). According to Morgan and Ziglio (6)
a health asset can be “any factor (or resource), which enhances the ability of
individuals, groups, communities, populations, social systems and/or institutions
to maintain and sustain health and well-being and to help to reduce health
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inequities” (p.18). Assets can be individuals and their skills and relations, or local
organisations, or elements of the local environment that contribute to health and
wellbeing (11). As evidence on the importance for health of social connections
and individual and community empowerment has increased (12), researchers
supporting the adoption of ABAs suggest that they could help reduce inequalities
through strengthening social networks, empowering people to access and
mobilise resources, and increasing their control over their own health and its
wider determinants (7,9,13).
Three frameworks underpin asset-based approaches to health promotion
globally. First is Antonovsky’s theory of salutogenesis (14), which argues for a
shift from a pathogenic model of health towards exploring what makes people
healthy, thus what are the protective factors for health. Second, is the Asset
Based Community Development (ABCD) framework (15), which provides a stepby-step guide on how to identify the “assets” already present in communities, to
mobilise them in support of community development. Third, is, the Asset Model
proposed by Morgan and Ziglio (6), which called for three related actions to
develop an evidence base for assets in public health: (a) the development of
interventions based on a salutogenic perspective; (b) the use of assets mapping
as proposed by Kretzmann and Mcknight (15) as a starting point to develop a
trustworthy relationship between local people and professionals, to facilitate the
planning of interventions effectively; and (c) the development of new evaluation
frameworks and novel indicators to explain how salutogenic interventions work.
However, ABAs still lack a robust evidence base (16,17), despite repeated calls
for a systematic review of the evidence on ABAs in public health (18,19).
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As the existing literature on ABAs centres predominantly on their theoretical basis
and less on their implementation, there is uncertainty around what kind of
outcomes can be achieved through ABAs (17,19), and it is unclear how
interventions adopting ABAs are put into practice (20). Questions remain about
what types of interventions are informed by ABAs, their key characteristics, and
how they work (or not) in practice to reduce health inequalities. To this end, this
systematic scoping review aimed to explore the published literature on
interventions in local communities that explicitly adopted an ABA, to identify their
key characteristics and to understand how assets are mobilised. More
specifically, it aimed to answer the following question: How are ABAs
operationalised when adopted in interventions aiming to promote health and
reduce inequalities in local communities?

METHODS
Drawing on Arksey and O’Malley’s (21) recommendations, this scoping review
followed four steps: identifying relevant studies through searching databases;
selecting studies; extracting and charting the data; and synthesising the
evidence. The lack of an agreed definition of ABAs in public health posed a
challenge to the development of a search strategy for this review. For instance,
not all asset-based programmes name themselves as such, and as other
researchers have pointed out (22,23), some authors have tended to adopt the
asset-based label retrospectively. On the other hand, sometimes communitybased programmes, such as arts-based projects, might not specifically seek to
adopt a salutogenic approach to public health, yet, they build upon a positive view
of health and well-being, such as promoting skills associated with good mental
4

health rather than preventing risky behaviours (24,25); a facet that is shared with
the assets movement. Given that this project was a scoping review, a decision
was made to explore the characteristics of those interventions implemented in
local communities making explicit reference to ABAs.

As suggested by Baxter et al (26) initial iterative searches and in-depth reading
of reports analysing ABAs (4–7,15–17) helped identify the terms for the final
search strategy. The final strategy was based on the “population” and
“intervention” components of the PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparator and
Outcome) framework (27); with population referring to people living in local
communities and intervention referring to any intervention which explicitly
adopted an asset-based approach, combining the terms “asset model”,
“asset*map*” “asset*-based”, “people or neighbourhood or communit*” and
“asset*”, or “salutogenesis” combined with terms associated with local
communities and inequalities. Papers were included if they referred to a specific
asset-based programme implemented in local communities. At least one of the
programme components needed to have built upon, or engaged with, local assets
and a description provided of the relevant intervention and expected outcomes.
Papers only describing asset mapping were excluded, since this process is not
considered an intervention on its own: assets must be mobilised for an
intervention to be considered asset-based (5). Papers were included when the
described intervention had a health promotion goal, using the WHO definition of
health promotion as: a process to increase people’s control over their own health
through developing personal skills, strengthening community action, creating
supportive environments for health, reorienting health services or building healthy
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policies (28). The publication of Antonovsky’s text on salutogenesis and health
promotion in 1996 (14) was chosen as the starting date for the selection and
papers were included if published in English, Spanish, Italian or Catalan (see
inclusion/exclusion criteria in supplementary material online). Although it is
recommended to search and include grey literature in scoping reviews, due to the
breadth of the topic, this review focussed on published literature only.
Four databases (Medline, PsycINFO, CINAHL, ASSIA) were searched between
January and September 2017. Other databases were explored during the initial
searches (Sociology abstracts and Social Service Index and Social Science
Citation Index) but results did not meet the inclusion criteria, and these databases
were therefore excluded from the final search. A forward citation search of four
key texts was performed using Web of Science (14,15) and Google Scholar (6,7).
The following information was extracted from included studies: a description of
the intervention; the type of assets identified, and how these were being
mobilised; the expected outcomes; how the intervention was evaluated (Table I).
This information was initially organised in a table (see supplementary material
online) under three overarching blocks: process, outcomes and evaluation. The
aim of this first synthesis was to count extracted data and group commonalities
across the studies, to provide an overview of the implementation literature. This
information was then synthesised further by adopting a thematic approach,
grouping together similar outcomes and evaluation practices under a common
overarching label to develop a framework of the key characteristics of ABAs (see
Table II). During this step, the findings were integrated with information from
existing theoretical literature on ABAs (4–7,15–17) on how to initiate a process
adopting ABAs and its underpinning attributes. In addition, further synthesis was
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required to identify commonalities in how assets were mobilised or incorporated
across the included interventions, as Table II shows.

RESULTS
The final search retrieved 760 papers after removal of duplicates. After sifting
these by title and abstract, 50 studies were accessed full-text. Thirty met the
inclusion criteria and were included in the final review. The PRISMA flow diagram
illustrates the selection process (29).

[Figure 1]

Included studies described 28 different interventions. As Table I shows, there is
wide variation in the form that ABAs take in health promotion (Table I).

[Table I]

Extracted data from the included studies were synthesised under the following
themes: interventions processes, outcomes, and evaluation methods (see
supplementary material online and the framework presented in Table II).

Intervention processes
Eighteen interventions targeted people living in communities as a whole, with
fewer interventions directed at specific populations within the communities.
Although the majority of the interventions were explicitly underpinned by the
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ABCD model (15) or the asset model (6), some papers made reference to other
approaches as also informing the intervention design, including: Community
Based Participatory Research (30–32) Positive Youth Development (33–35);
Community engagement (36,37); participatory research approaches (22,38,39),
peer support models (40), socio-ecological model (30,34,37) or social capital
theory (41) (Table I). In the majority of the interventions, the assets identified were
individuals and their skills, or existing organisations, only three included elements
of the physical environment (37,48,58).

We propose three main approaches to understand how assets are mobilised:
(A) connecting existing assets
(B) raising awareness of assets
(C) enabling assets to thrive (see Table II).

(A) refers to programmes in which existing people and organisations recognise
each other as assets and connect together to work or share resources. Examples
included developing new partnerships (22,32,34,37,38,43–52).
(B) refers to tangible existing resources which may be underused, or which other
community members may not be aware of. Examples included signposting to
services or other resources (30,36,41,42,48,54–56).
(C) reflects processes where potential assets identified needed further support to
develop their potential. It describes activities designed to encourage individuals
to “become” assets in their communities or to intervene on physical settings.
Examples included training lay people to become peer supporters or to deliver an
intervention (31,33–35,39–41,57); or establishing recreational parks (22,37,46)
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or green infrastructures (37,46,52).
In our analysis, eight interventions used approach A, seven used approach C,
three used B and ten used more than one approach combined.

Outcomes
Following South’s framework on community-based outcomes (13) outcomes
were categorised according to three levels: individual, community and
organisational. Nineteen interventions anticipated changes in individual
outcomes such as increased skills, healthier behaviours or self-confidence.
Twenty interventions anticipated community changes such as engagement or
development of partnerships and five interventions anticipated changes at
organisational level such as developing new interventions or raising awareness
of services (see Table I and supplementary material online). However, eighteen
interventions included changes at more than one level.

Evaluation
Sixteen studies reported evaluation methods. Within these studies, ten
interventions adopted a mixed methods approach to the evaluation, although two
of them (45,55) limited the quantitative part to monitoring attendance or
satisfaction. Two studies included self-administered surveys to collect data on
health behaviour (35,42) or on engagement patterns (43). Only one study (35)
incorporated health data from an available census. Qualitative methods were
used primarily to explore changes and impact through interviews. The remaining
fifteen studies focussed on describing the intervention. Overall, limited discussion
was found as to whether and how the intervention had contributed to the
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reduction of health inequalities. For example, Durie and Wyatt (22) argue that
traditional linear interventions cannot effectively tackle the complexity of
inequalities, while adopting ABAs and enabling equal relationships between
communities and services could be an alternative way to tackle such complexity.
Other authors discussed inequalities as informing target group or area for the
intervention, which may suggest that the interventions could reduce inequalities
in those population or areas (56,57). One paper specifies that impact on impact
on inequalities will be evaluated separately (50).

The combined evidence from theoretical texts and the synthesis from the scoping
review led to the development of a framework (Table II) highlighting the key
characteristics of ABAs to promote health in local neighbourhoods into the three
main blocks: process, outcomes and evaluation practices.

[Table II]

DISCUSSION
This scoping review represents the first attempt to systematically review
published empirical literature on ABAs for promoting health in local communities.
It has shown that ABAs are implemented in a variety of forms and assets are
being mobilised in different ways to improve health. It has proposed a framework
for understanding the key dimensions of ABAs in health promotion.

The proposed framework can serve as a basis for reflection when asset-based
interventions are being designed; for example, to underpin dialogues about what
10

assets to mobilise, how, and for what purposes. It should be considered a work
in progress to support discussion of what makes an intervention asset-based and
how expected outcomes might be brought about. The framework can be tested
and refined through further analysis of ABAs.

It should be noted that most interventions sought to connect individuals and or
organisational assets. The theoretical literature aligns ABAs with community
engagement approaches, which might explain this focus. Fewer interventions
mobilised physical settings as assets, mainly through approach (B), for instance
by encouraging local residents to walk in green areas (37,48,57). Further
research should explore barriers to mobilising physical assets.
On the other hand, ‘enabling’ people to thrive as assets (approach C) may reflect
a more top-down strategy as it implies the public health workforce or other
stakeholders recognising a potential in individuals. Approach C could also be
used to refer to interventions enabling elements of the physical environment to
become assets. However, because those actions (22,46,52) resulted from the
connection of individuals or existing organisations, ‘enabling’ physical settings to
thrive could also be considered as a secondary outcome of the asset-based
process.

In fact, many of those outcomes that interventions aimed to achieve could also
be thought of as processes leading to health improvement like changes in social
capital or the development of local partnerships. It might be more helpful to define
ABAs as processes leading to more salutogenic health promotion practice. A
change as such requires a shift in mindset in stakeholders engaged in
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implementing ABAs, which can be challenging (19). Further research on the
potential causal pathways emerging from interventions adopting ABAs could help
shed light on how ABAs can reduce inequalities and what their added value could
be in comparison to more traditional deficit-based approaches. It seems that there
is an implicit assumption about the relationship between connecting, raising
awareness of, or enabling assets to thrive, with improved health and reduction of
inequalities.

Finally, the variety of expected outcomes makes it difficult to compare
interventions or identify common health indicators, a challenge shared by other
academics researching community wellbeing (58). As argued by Baker (20)
where evidence on ABAs is available, the variety of indicators adopted to
measure outcomes makes it difficult to synthesise results and analyse ABAs’
effectiveness. The difficulties of tracing and associating specific processes or
intermediate social outcomes to health results resembled one of the assertions
of the Chicago conference on community intervention in 2009 (59), where
researchers proposed to study community intervention as part of a system,
presenting system thinking as a potential paradigm. The proposed perspective
considers the influence that both a complex system and an intervention can have
on a local community and its members. Communities are indeed complex and
open systems themselves, where various factors and people interact with each
other in different ways, creating different synergies, not always as predicted (60).
Asset-based interventions reflect this complexity, and so does the system within
which these are implemented, and the health needs they aim to address.
Evaluating an asset-based intervention in communities should therefore take a
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more comprehensive approach to account for those outcomes, impacts and
changes (61) in the dynamics of the contexts, the synergies of the people, the
settings and the relationships (19,62). Moreover, how those changes can help
reduce inequalities should be further investigated.

To our knowledge, this is the first review to analyse the implementation literature
on ABAs and the first attempt to provide a synthesised framework of the variety
of assets mobilised and outcomes related to ABAs. Although this review tried to
be as comprehensive as possible, the lack of inclusion of grey literature may have
left out other examples of ABAs implementation.

CONCLUSION
This review represents a first attempt to systematically search and synthesise the
empirical published literature on ABAs to promote health in local communities. It
has provided an overview of the key characteristics of interventions adopting an
ABA and it has proposed three different strategies through which assets are
mobilised within interventions: (A) connecting assets, (B) raising awareness on
available assets and (C) enabling assets to thrive. It has discussed the challenges
that evaluating ABAs can generate, given the variety of anticipated health-related
outcomes, the blurred boundaries of ABAs as processes or outcomes and the
different ways in which assets can be mobilised to bring about changes. A lot has
been written on assets in public health from a theoretical perspective on the
approach and how it should be implemented. Yet, the empirical literature has
shown limited evaluation of ABAs that effectively identifies changes attributed to
ABAs. The framework presented here can be used in further research that is
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needed to understand how ABAs can support health promotion and reduce
inequalities.
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